
58. Equations of uid mechanicsIt is probably fair to say that half the subject of PDEs has its roots in uid mechanics. Almost everyfeature that a PDE may possess can be illustrated by some uid mechanical problem or other, in-cluding nonlinearity (convection), small parameters (viscosity), higher order terms (creeping ow),lower order terms (Coriolis forces), shocks (sonic booms), dispersion (water waves) solitons (morewater waves), and chaos (turbulence).One could not compile a book like this one without paying special attention to uid mechanics,and as mentioned in the Introduction, one of our models has been Van Dyke's classic, An Albumof Fluid Motion. At the same time one must remember that in principle, the subject of PDEs ismuch wider than this particular area of application, however large and important it may be. Wehope we have achieved a good balance.The fundamental equations of uid mechanics are the Navier{Stokes equations. In full generality,these are a nonlinear system of �ve equations describing viscous, compressible Newtonian ow inthree space dimensions and time. In principle, much of uid mechanics might be derived directlyfrom the Navier{Stokes equations, but in practice, for most problems, simpli�cations are made. Inparticular there are four axes along which the equations are routinely varied:� 1D or 2D or 3D� Inviscid (Euler) or viscous (Navier{Stokes)� incompressible or compressible� steady-state or time-dependent

Fig. 1: Sketch by Leonardo, before PDEs were invented
Of course, to say that auid is incompressible,say, does not mean thatthe compressibility is zero,merely that it is smallenough to neglect for theapplication at hand. Air,for example, is e�ectivelyincompressible for manyapplications at low Machnumbers (speeds muchless than that of sound).Similarly, both air andwater are e�ectively invis-cid for many applicationsin portions of the do-main well separated fromboundaries, a fact thatmany calculations takeadvantage of by using theNavier{Stokes equationsin the boundary layerand the Euler equationsoutside.28 February 2001: Jens M�uller and Nick Trefethen

half the world of PDEsWe have just identi�ed 3� 2� 2� 2 = 24 sets of PDEs derived from the Navier{Stokes equations.In the PDE Co�ee Table Book, 6 of the 24, all time-dependent, have entries of their own:Inviscid, incompressible1D |2D XX: 2D incompressible Euler eqs. . . . vortex dynamics, nonuniqueness, Kutta condition3D |Inviscid, compressible1D 23: Euler eqs. in 1D . . . a hyperbolic system of conservation laws2D XX: 2D compressible Euler eqs. . . . transonic bubbles3D |Viscous, incompressible1D |2D XX: 2D incompressible Navier{Stokes eqs. . . . boundary layers and separation3D XX: 3D incompressible Navier{Stokes eqs. . . . turbulenceViscous, compressible1D |2D XX: 2D compressible Navier{Stokes eqs. . . . shock/boundary layer interactions3D |These represent the \main sequence" of uids-related PDEs, but many other PDEs also arise fromuid mechanics when additional e�ects are taken into account such as surface tension or non-Newtonian rheology, or when special con�guations are at issue such as inclined planes or narrowgaps, or when a special limit is taken such as nearly-zero speed or nearly-zero perturbation froma base ow. Examples in this book include the Boussinesq, Buckley{Leverett, Burgers, Darcy,Hele{Shaw, KdV, Laplace, porous medium, shallow water, thin �lm and Trouton equations.ReferencesG. K. Batchelor, Fluid dynamics, Cambridge University Press, 1967.D. J. Tritton, Physical uid dynamics, Clarendon Press, 1988.M. Van Dyke, An album of uid motion, Parabolic Press, 1982. c1999


